
I have very broad 
interests. Through YUFE, 
I can build my curriculum 
exactly the way I want to

EVELINE VAN EERD 
(YUFE STUDENT AT 
MAASTRICHT UNIVERSITY)

OPTION A ›
Get the full YUFE experience by taking part 
in the YUFE Student Journey:

→	 Academic	courses	in	English
→	 Courses	in	the	language	of	your	host	University
→	 Language	courses,	cafes	&	tandems	(learning	each	other’s	native	
 language): different ways of learning a language, always in touch with 
 a native to learn from the best
→	 YUFE	academy:	lectures,	workshops	and	activities	focusing	
	 on	‘citizen	wellbeing’
→	 Professional	training	activities
→	 YUFE	induction	courses
→	 Civic	engagement	activities
→	 Physical,	virtual,	and	blended	mobility	opportunities
→	 Engage	with	European	students	in	a	multilingual,	
 multicultural setting

OPTION B ›
Enrich your regular studies with single activities 
without signing up for the YUFE Student Journey. 

YUFE	knows	that	personalized	learning	is	valuable.	That’s	why	we’re	
flexible,	the	program	can	be	tailored	to	your	learning	process	and	what	you	
need to reach your goals. Within the YUFE Student Journey, but outside 
of	it	as	well.	Pick	individual	courses	and	activities	based	on	what	works	for	
you. By doing single activities and courses, you can still earn a YUFE letter 
of attendance or a single YUFE star. But most importantly: 
you gain a valuable experience.

Shape your 
own curriculum!
GO TO

YUFE.eu ›

Enrich your academic degree and join us on the 
YUFE	Student	Journey.	Pick	your	own	courses	
from	10	different	European	Universities.	Learn	
new languages, professional skills and participate 
in physical exchanges and volunteer work. Next 
stop: excellence! 

The YUFE Student 
Journey: experience 
your possibilities



→	 Take	part	in	physical	or	virtual	learning	journeys	to	
	 earn	the	YUFE	Mobility	Star.	Plenty	of	choice,	as	you	
 can attend academic courses or extracurricular 
 activities at the 10 universities in the YUFE alliance. 

→	 Earn	the	YUFE	Language	Star	by	learning,	
 practicing, and gaining experience in a new 
 language. A multilingual adventure! 

→	 Find	solutions	that	benefit	every	European	
 citizen. Train your entrepreneurship and innovation 
	 skills	to	earn	the	YUFE	Professional	Star.	

→	 Work	together	with	universities	and	local	
	 communities	for	a	YUFE	Civic	Star.	Participate	
	 in	citizenship-related	activities	and	find	solutions	
 to local challenges. Important work, with impact 
 on a European and global scale. 

Participation is open to students enrolled in all 
universities of the YUFE Alliance. Find out more about 
specific requirements on yufe.eu.

Maastricht	University			↔			Nicolaus	Copernicus	University	in	Torun			↔			Universidad	Carlos	III	de	Madrid
University	of	Antwerp			↔			University	of	Bremen			↔			University	of	Cyprus			↔			University	of	Eastern	Finland

University	of	Essex			↔			University	of	Rijeka			↔			Tor	Vergata	University	of	Rome			↔			ETS	Global
European	Entrepreneurs	CEA-PME			↔			Kiron	Open	Higher	Education	gGmbH			↔			The	Adecco	Group

The YUFE 
Virtual Campus: 
your hub of possibilities!
Reach for the stars with YUFE. Gain extra-curricular 
experience with the YUFE Star System. By going 
beyond academic education you can develop skills 
in a European University setting. The YUFE journey 
certificate	shows	future	employers	that	you	have	
seriously invested in developing high-in-demand 
skills, to reach your full potenial.


